
WHAT IS BUSINESS REPORT AND ITS TYPES

Business reports form a very important part of every business. There are different types of business reports based on
their need and the.

This type of report is prepared for sending to the press or to shareholders of the company or members of the
institution. Formal Reports A formal report tends to be longer; although, again, the quantity of pages or words
is not defined. It is presented in a conventional form. Any business operation with health, hazardous and
environmental liabilities typically is required to maintain one or more of these reports. Using this data in a
comparative manner with a sales pipeline is valuable for forecasting future earnings. Such types of business
reports are briefly explained. Research Reports Research reports are the most comprehensive types of reports.
Practice Question Anderson, Paul V. Such type of report is called Problem Solving Report. Not just any
information, but essential information such as the facts, figures and analysis of a situation. The formal reports
are classified into two types. It is these costs and benefits which you need to identify and weigh-up in your
report. When, the reporter collects various information to find the causes for such problem. If a service costs
more than it produces in a quarter, a review is imperative to restore margins and profitability. An analytical
report will present relevant data with explanations and even conclude the status quo. For instance, if you are
writing about opening a new waste disposal site, the stakeholders clearly include the company you are writing
the report for. Quarterly reviews are also used in B2B relationships, as a measure of effectiveness. Essentially,
you should focus on simple, clear phrasing and organization. These reports address complex topics that require
substantial description of background, research on the topic, and evidence to support any proposed solutions.
Quarterly reporting aligns with finalized quarterly financial statements, making it a natural time to review and
gauge performance. Thus in a broad sense, many memorandums, letters and news items are called as reports.
Reach conclusions about a problem or issue. Hence, a reporter is asked to prepare the performance report for
anyone of the reasons mentioned above. It usually contains the opinions or recommendations of the reporter
with the help of facts and arguments. They are statutory report and non-statutory report. There are some
essential points implied in the above definitions. Site visit reports, training feedback reports and the quick
update you write to a department head all fall under the category of informational report. Moreover, the report
is concluded with the ways of solving the problem.


